7 Li stimulated-echo NMR and classical relaxation NMR techniques are jointly used for the first time for a comprehensive investigation of Li diffusion in layer-structured Li 0:7 TiS 2 . One single 2D Li diffusion process was probed over a dynamic range of almost 10 orders of magnitude. So far, this is the largest dynamic range being measured by 7 Li NMR spectroscopy directly, i.e., without the help of a specific theoretical model. The jump rates obey a strict Arrhenius law, determined by an activation energy of 0:411 eV and a preexponential factor of 6:31 10 12 s ÿ1 , and range between 1 10 ÿ1 s ÿ1 and 7:8 10 8 s ÿ1 (148-510 K). Ultraslow Li jumps in the kHz to sub-Hz range were measured directly by recording 7 Li spin-alignment correlation functions. The temperature and, in particular, the frequency dependence of the relaxation rates fully agree with results expected for 2D diffusion. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.97.065901 PACS numbers: 66.30.ÿh, 76.60.Lz, 82.47.Aa In the last decade the investigation of solid Li ion conductors has developed into a vast research topic with several hundreds of papers per year. The reason is that Li ion conductors serve both for applications in, e.g., batteries with high energy density and for fundamental studies of the lightest ion besides hydrogen concerning mechanisms, influence of dimensionality, or quantum effects in diffusion. Unfortunately, due to the lack of a suitable radioactive Li isotope, the standard tracer diffusion technique is not applicable. Alternatively, Li diffusion can be probed on different time scales by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) techniques [1] . This Letter emphasizes the direct, i.e., model-independent, measurement of ultraslow Li jumps in TiS 2 with rates from the kHz to the sub-Hz range by 7 Li spin-alignment echo (SAE) NMR. The method was originally developed for deuterons by Spiess [2] and, quite recently, successfully applied also to spin-3=2 nuclei, like 9 Be [3] and 7 Li [4]. Recording two-time 7 Li SAE singleparticle correlation functions enables direct access to Li jump rates. The method is applicable at relatively low temperatures, so that it is expected to become one of the leading techniques for the study of Li dynamics in numerous, possibly heat-sensitive Li conductors. Compared to two-dimensional (2D) Li exchange NMR [5] , which is also capable to measure very slow Li jumps directly in the present sense, 7 Li SAE NMR is much less time consuming and applicable to a much broader class of crystalline and even amorphous materials. Furthermore, a much larger dynamic range can be investigated which is about four decades in the present study. Two-dimensional NMR experiments can be carried out only if a direct Li exchange process becomes visible in the 2D spectra. To our knowledge, only few Li 2D NMR experiments have been performed until now; see, e.g., Refs. [5] [6] [7] .
In the last decade the investigation of solid Li ion conductors has developed into a vast research topic with several hundreds of papers per year. The reason is that Li ion conductors serve both for applications in, e.g., batteries with high energy density and for fundamental studies of the lightest ion besides hydrogen concerning mechanisms, influence of dimensionality, or quantum effects in diffusion. Unfortunately, due to the lack of a suitable radioactive Li isotope, the standard tracer diffusion technique is not applicable. Alternatively, Li diffusion can be probed on different time scales by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) techniques [1] . This Letter emphasizes the direct, i.e., model-independent, measurement of ultraslow Li jumps in TiS 2 with rates from the kHz to the sub-Hz range by 7 Li spin-alignment echo (SAE) NMR. The method was originally developed for deuterons by Spiess [2] and, quite recently, successfully applied also to spin-3=2 nuclei, like 9 Be [3] and 7 Li [4] . Recording two-time 7 Li SAE singleparticle correlation functions enables direct access to Li jump rates. The method is applicable at relatively low temperatures, so that it is expected to become one of the leading techniques for the study of Li dynamics in numerous, possibly heat-sensitive Li conductors. Compared to two-dimensional (2D) Li exchange NMR [5] , which is also capable to measure very slow Li jumps directly in the present sense, 7 Li SAE NMR is much less time consuming and applicable to a much broader class of crystalline and even amorphous materials. Furthermore, a much larger dynamic range can be investigated which is about four decades in the present study. Two-dimensional NMR experiments can be carried out only if a direct Li exchange process becomes visible in the 2D spectra. To our knowledge, only few Li 2D NMR experiments have been performed until now; see, e.g., Refs. [5] [6] [7] .
Here, polycrystalline layer-structured Li x TiS 2 with x 0:7 was chosen as a unique model substance for a comprehensive investigation of 2D Li diffusion. For the first time, jump rates from 7 Li SAE NMR with values down to the sub-Hz range were systematically compared to those obtained from classical 7 Li NMR relaxation probing Li diffusion on a much shorter time scale with jump rates up to the GHz range. Diffusion induced spin-lattice relaxation rates in the laboratory (T ÿ1 1diff ) and rotating frame (T ÿ1 1%diff ) were measured. Jump rates from relaxation NMR were determined independently of a specific model solely from the frequency dependent positions (on the temperature scale) of the maxima of the corresponding relaxation rate peaks. The measurement of spin-spin relaxation rates (T ÿ1
2 ) complements the present study. By combining these four different NMR methods, one and the same Li diffusion process was detected and probed precisely over a dynamic range of about ten decades. To our knowledge, this is so far the largest range being measured by 7 Li NMR spectroscopy directly, i.e., without involving a theoretical model which correlates experimental data with microscopic diffusion parameters. While there have been several papers reporting jump rates over a large range, in particular, in the case of Li metal [8] [9] [10] , these have been evaluated using not only the maxima but rather by fitting various models to the flanks of the relaxation peaks.
Layered TiS 2 is one of the best investigated materials for reversible, topotactical intercalation [11] with, e.g., Li ions. The thermal stability of Li x TiS 2 and its simple layered structure (CdI 2 -type structure, space group P 3m1) make it a singularly well-defined fast Li conductor for the study of cation diffusion being confined to two dimensions, i.e., the plane (''van der Waals gap'' [11] ) between the TiS 2 layers. Single phase Li x TiS 2 is stable in the entire intercalation range 1 x < 0. Li ions in layered TiS 2 reside preferentially in the octahedral (1b) rather than in the tetrahedral (2d) sites [12] between the TiS 2 layers. Temporary occupation of 2d sites between two octahedra has been suggested to serve as a transition structure for Li solid state synthesis. A mixture of titanium and sulfur powders in the ratio 1:2:1 was heated at 870 K for about two weeks in an evacuated quartz tube. Excess sulfur was removed at 420 K under vacuum. Li was intercalated at room temperature in inert gas atmosphere using n-butyl lithium. The sample was characterized by x-ray diffraction and 7 Li NMR spectroscopy [14] . In a SAE NMR experiment the spins are labeled by the interaction of the nucleus with an electric field gradient, produced by the distribution of electric charge carriers in the neighborhood of the nuclei. Spin-alignment echoes as a function of mixing time t m and at constant evolution time t p are sampled employing the Jeener-Broekaert radio frequency pulse sequence 90
x -t p -45 y -t m -45 -t [15] . Jumping of the ion between sites j and k with different quadrupole frequencies ! Q j and ! Q k causes a time dependence of ! Q t m and thus leads to an echo decay from an initial echo amplitude at t m 0 to a final state amplitude at t m 0. Here, octahedral and tetrahedral sites with quite different ! Q (! Q =2 values being in the kHz range [14] ) are involved in the diffusion process, as can be shown by evolution time dependent SAE NMR measurements [16] indicating the migration pathway: 1b ! 2d ! 1b 0 . In Fig. 1 pulse [3, 4] . In that case S 2 is directly proportional to a single-particle correlation function. The SAE decay in Fig. 1 clearly proceeds in two steps. The first one, which reflects the hopping correlation function and which can be described here by a slightly stretched exponential S 0 expÿt m = with 0:8, directly yields the jump rate ÿ1 . The second decay step arises simply from spinlattice relaxation processes and follows a single exponential. As expected for a jump rate, ÿ1 is frequency independent (32 ! 0 =2 155 MHz). Jump rates from SAE NMR ranging from the sub-Hz to the kHz regime are shown in Fig. 2 rates () below 220 K mark the rigid-lattice regime.
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065901-2 access to different pairs of variates ÿ1 1=T max . This allows the measurement of model-independent jump rates ÿ1 , which can be used to compare with those obtained directly by SAE NMR, but on a much longer time scale. Usually, ! 0 is of the order of some hundreds MHz, so that very fast Li motions are measured. Slower ionic motions, however, can be probed by recording spin-lattice relaxation rates T ÿ1 1%diff in the rotating frame. The position of the corresponding relaxation peak is determined by the locking frequency ! 1 =2, which is of the order of several kHz. The first example of this technique was given by Ailion et al. [8] . NMR relaxation rate peaks of Li 0:7 TiS 2 are shown together with the SAE NMR data in Fig. 2 . Li activation energies E where the preexponential factor is in the typical range of phonon frequencies. It should be noted that the so obtained jump rates precisely fit together without any adjustment. This shows on the one hand that, remarkably, one and the same diffusion process is effective over the whole dynamic range in this 2D model compound. Apparently, this is a two-site jump process between 1b and 2d positions (see above), which is energetically the most favorable pathway for Li migration in layered Li 0:7 TiS 2 as well as in isostructured Li x TiSe 2 [19] . On the other hand, we come to the nontrivial conclusion that different methods probing a priori different correlation functions are able to yield identical diffusion parameters if the underlying diffusion process is the same.
In addition to the investigation of Li jump rates, NMR relaxation also serves as a tool for studying the dimensionality of diffusion processes, even in a polycrystalline material [1] . Besides the temperature, in particular, the frequency dependence of T ÿ1 1diff and T ÿ1 1%diff has to be investigated for this purpose. The 2D nature of Li diffusion in Li 0:7 TiS 2 was unambiguously confirmed in our group before by the logarithmic frequency dependence of T ÿ1 1diff and T ÿ1 1%diff on the high-T flank (! 0 1 and ! 1 1, respectively) [20] . On the low-T side (! 0 1), however, as expected when correlation effects have only a small influence on T ÿ1
1diff , a nearly quadratic frequency dependence T ÿ1 1diff / ! ÿ 0 is observed here (generally 1 < 2; see below). Furthermore, as can be seen in Fig. 2 the T ÿ1 1%diff 1=T peak exhibits a reduced slope on the high-T side [21] compared to that on the low-T side, as expected for low-dimensional diffusion [1, 22] . Besides the T ÿ1 1 and T ÿ1 1% measurements, the T ÿ1 2 data also confirm the 2D nature of Li diffusion. Extrapolating the T ÿ1 2 values to the range T > 500 K (cf. Figure 2) , we have T 1 =T 2 1. This occurs and is expected because of the anomalously large secular (independent of ! 0 ) contribution to T 2 for low dimensions (1D, 2D) ; cf. Ref. [22] . In order to describe the temperature and frequency dependence of the spinlattice relaxation rates for a 2D system, the two limiting cases for low [! 1: T ÿ1 1 !; / ! ÿ ÿ1 ] and high temperatures [! 1: T ÿ1 1 !; / ln1=!] were combined by Richards [18] in the empirical expression for the spectral density J 2D !; / T are the activation energies of the high-T and low-T flank, respectively. Fits according to the Richards expression fully agree with the experimental data and are shown in Fig. 2 exemplarily for ! 1 =2 5:2 kHz and ! 0 =2 9:97 MHz, respectively. turned out to range between 1.9 (9.97 MHz) and 2.0 (5.2 kHz), which indicates an only marginal influence of correlation effects in agreement with the independently studied (quadratic) frequency dependence of T ÿ1 1diff for ! 0 1, mentioned above. Such effects would result in 1 < < 2 (cf. Refs. [23] [24] [25] Table I the main experimental results from the four NMR methods are listed for comparison. The excellent agreement of the results shows up in identical values for E A and ÿ1 0 , revealing the presence of one single diffusion process in layerstructured Li 0:7 TiS 2 . E A is equal to those values measured by electrochemical methods; see, e.g., Ref. [26] . Measurements of the ionic electrical conductivity of the sample investigated here are in progress in our laboratory. Additionally, SAE NMR and conductivity experiments on the other polymorph of Li 0:7 TiS 2 , viz cubic one which is a 3D ionic conductor, are planned to compare with those obtained for the 2D model system studied in this work.
In summary, 7 Li SAE NMR measurements as well as T 1 , T 1% , and T 2 experiments were employed to investigate Li diffusion in polycrystalline Li 0:7 TiS 2 serving here as a model substance for two-dimensional cation diffusion. Combining these four NMR methods, Li diffusion was probed on quite different (length and) time scales (subHz to GHz range). The results are entirely consistent with each other and give evidence for one single diffusion process over a dynamic range of about ten decades and with an activation energy of about 0.4 eV. Jump rates measured directly by 7 Li SAE NMR at very low temperatures are fully consistent with those obtained from the maxima of the diffusion induced 7 Li NMR relaxation peaks, i.e., directly without involving a specific model. Beyond doubt the temperature and frequency dependent NMR relaxation measurements confirm the simple expression introduced by Richards for 2D diffusion. In conclusion, the study of 2D diffusion in lithium titanium disulfide by NMR yields a highly consistent picture, being suitable to become a textbook example.
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